THYCOTIC

PARTNER PLAYBOOK

YOUR CUSTOMERS
WANT AN EASY WAY

TO GOVERN
PRIVILEGED

ACCOUNTS
HELP THEM KEEP ATTACKERS OUT AND
THREATS CONTAINED
From phishing attempts to the latest breed of malware, privileged
accounts play a key role in the majority of today’s most common
attacks. To stay secure, your customers need a better understanding
of how their accounts are used – and an easy way to remove privileges
when they’re not necessary.

PRIVILEGED ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
with Thycotic Secret Server
Take control of the most important accounts
Your customers are struggling to keep up with hundreds of
privileged accounts – it’s hard to know where they are, let alone
who is using them at a given moment.
With Privileged Account Management (PAM), give them a way
to secure and monitor every account, from admin credentials to
service accounts and default logins.
LEARN MORE ABOUT PAM

ENFORCING LEAST PRIVILEGE
with Thycotic Privilege Manager
Eliminate the risk of escalation
Your customers want to give users the level of access they need
– so they’re erring on the side of caution and giving endpoints
privileged access for no good reason.
With a better approach to least privilege enforcement, give them
an automated, effortless way to remove unnecessary privileges
and set the ideal security policy for every application.
LEARN MORE ABOUT LEAST PRIVILEGE ENFORCEMENT
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PRIVILEGE ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

UNDERSTANDING

THE THREAT
THE DANGERS THAT YOUR CUSTOMERS FACE

Numerous Privileged Accounts
On average, a company has three or four times more
privileged accounts than employees. The sheer volume of
passwords is hard to manage and monitor.

Unknown And Unmanaged Passwords
The risk doesn’t just come from the administrative
passwords IT teams are using. It’s in the service and
application accounts that many administrators are entirely
unaware of.

Insider And Outsider Threats
An external attacker could breach an account to access
critical systems and confidential data.
Meanwhile, malicious insiders and former employees could
use known credentials to target an organisation.

PRIVILEGED ACCOUNTS THAN EMPLOYEES
Thycotic Partner Playbook | PAM
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UNDERSTANDING

YOUR CUSTOMER’S

CHALLENGES
WHAT MAKES SECURING PRIVILEGED ACCOUNTS
SO DIFFICULT?

Poor Visibility
With so many privileged accounts created ‘out of the box’ by
default, or used solely by operating system services, most
organisations don’t even know how many privileged
accounts they have. So they can’t hope to monitor and
secure them effectively.

Shared Passwords
Privileged accounts are often shared between multiple
users. This creates several key challenges including:
• Communicating passwords insecurely (like listing them
in an Excel spreadsheet)
• Tracking who is really accountable for a given action 		
using a privileged account

Productivity Versus Password Policy
Enforcing policies on the most critical passwords gets
in the way of productivity. Every enforced rotation or
authentication step runs the risk of slowing people down as
they try to work.
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ADDRESSING
YOUR CUSTOMER’S

NEEDS
WHAT THE ANSWER TO PRIVILEGED ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT LOOKS LIKE

The most complete guide to effective Privileged
Account Management comes from hackers
themselves. According to the Black Hat Survey
Report, they identify five key ways to improve
password security.
		
		
		

Limit admin access to systems, adopting a least 		
privilege strategy where elevated permissions 		
are only available when they’re really essential.

		
		
		

Protect privileged accounts with strong security
and detailed auditing – not in an open, manual system
like a spreadsheet.

		
		
		

Extend IT security awareness training, so people 		
understand the dangers of exposing 				
privileged accounts.

		
		

Limit unknown applications with strict password 		
policy enforcement on all application accounts.

		 Protect user passwords with security best practices
		 – strong policies, regular resets, and granular logs.
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PRIVILEGED

ACCOUNT

MANAGEMENT
AN EVOLVING PRIORITY IN IT SECURITY
AND COMPLIANCE

In every organisation, passwords are the keys to
critical systems and confidential data. And some
passwords are more powerful – and more desirable
– than others.
Privileged accounts are the ones that offer the greatest levels
of systems access. On Windows, they’re admin accounts,
Active Directory service accounts, and domain admin
accounts. On UNIX, they’re typically root accounts – although
user accounts can be modified to offer elevated permissions.
These privileged accounts are an attacker’s most coveted
target – and 80%* of all breaches involve privilege abuse
of some kind.

We can give you the tools to have that conversation.

80
* The Forrester Wave: Privileged Identity Management, Q4 2018
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THYCOTIC

SECRET SERVER
OUR RECOMMENDED PRIVILEGED ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

Thycotic Secret Server automatically detects privileged accounts
across a Windows or UNIX infrastructure, then stores those
passwords in a centralised vault with AES 256-bit encryption and
two-factor authentication.
With all passwords retrieved from this central repository, your
customers can confidently raise security without compromising
on productivity or ease of access.

End-To-End
Password
Security
Secret Server
makes it easy for
your customers to:
• Discover
passwords
• Store them
securely
• Enforce password
policies

Password
Protection
To Support
Compliance
Secret Server helps
your customers
comply with
standards like:
• PCI DSS
• GDPR
• ISO 27001
• Cyber Essentials

From Leaders In
Privileged Acount
Management
Thycotic Secret
Server is already
being used by more
than 180,000 IT
admins and more
than 7,500
customers –
including 20% in
the Fortune 500 –
every day.

• Monitor how
passwords are
used with
individual
accountability
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LEAST PRIVILEGE ENFORCEMENT

UNDERSTANDING

THE THREAT
WHY OVER-PRIVILEGED ACCOUNTS ARE
SO DANGEROUS

Malware and Ransomware
Malicious applications start on the endpoint. If that
endpoint has the necessary privileges, applications that
often irreversibly disrupt and damage businesses can
run rampant.
And with so many new and previously unknown threats,
your customers can’t always depend on detection.

Privilege Escalation
A common technique, hackers start with a low-level,
limited access account on the endpoint – then look for
opportunities to escalate those privileges for wider system
and network access.
And when breaches sit undetected, they potentially have
months to find their next opportunity.

Shadow IT and Rogue Insiders
The people inside a business remain a serious source of risk.
With unnecessary privileges on the endpoint, unapproved
software can leave systems exposed to a whole range of
external threats.
And, if an end-user turns rogue, privileges on the endpoint
can be quickly weaponised.
Thycotic Partner Playbook | Least Privilege Enforcement
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UNDERSTANDING

YOUR CUSTOMER’S

CHALLENGES

The current position is unknown
Default configurations and poor account tracking mean that
endpoints are rife with over-privileged accounts.
But discovering and cataloguing all of these accounts is a
huge undertaking – let alone making an informed deciding
whether they’re really necessary.

WHY ENFORCING LEAST PRIVILEGE IS SO DIFFICULT
Too many applications to manage
Across every operating system, device and endpoint, there
are too many applications for anyone to manually control.
For your customers, it’s easy to focus on fighting fires than
prevention when manually creating whitelists and blacklists
would require a big investment.

Productivity must be protected
Your customers want to give their employees everything
they need to stay productive – and are concerned that
removing privileges might become an obstacle.
They need a way to make intelligent decisions about
every application, based on user roles and context, not a
one-size-fits-all allow/deny rule.
Thycotic Partner Playbook | Least Privilege Enforcement
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LEAST PRIVILEGE

ENFORCEMENT
LIMITING ACCESS ON THE MOST EXPOSED PART OF
THE NETWORK

Endpoints are by far the most vulnerable part of the
network. They’re the place where users open emails,
run executables, and click around on the web despite
the best attempts to train them on security best
practice. After all, their priority is productivity.
The only way for your customers to lock their endpoints
down is to take more control of privileges. To give every
user on every endpoint the level of access they need to get
the job done – and not an ounce more. But with so many
endpoints to manage, new applications to provision, and
default configurations to change, enforcing least privilege
can become a time-consuming, costly task...

THE ANSWER:

AUTOMATION AND
APPLICATION CONTROL
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THYCOTIC
PRIVILEGE
MANAGER
A MORE PRACTICAL WAY TO ENFORCE LEAST PRIVILEGE

Built for ease of use and simple policy-based enforcement,
Thycotic Privilege Manager detects applications on endpoints,
identifies them, and allows just the right level of access. It’s
control centred on individual applications, not users or endpoints.
As a result, your customers can remove unnecessary privileges
from their endpoints, dramatically reducing their risk. If an
external attacker or rogue insider were to gain access to the
endpoint, they’d be unable to escalate their privileges for wider
access to the system and network.

Take control
of endpoints
Thycotic Privilege
Manager helps your
customers to:
• Understand what is
being run on
endpoints based
on smart application
recognition
• Remove
unnecessary
privileges and
blacklist or whitelist
applications
• Report on
application usage –
ideal for compliance
with standards
like GDPR
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Enforcement
made easy
Thycotic Privilege
Manager saves your
customers time with:
• Automated
application
discovery
• Policy templates
to streamline
deployment

From the leaders
in least privilege
Thycotic Privilege
Manager comes from
the specialists at
Thycotic – and can
be easily integrated
with Thycotic Secret
Server to combine least
privilege enforcement
with centralised
Privileged Account
Management.

• A centralised
dashboard for
defining policies
and responding to
access requests
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THYCOTIC
PARTNER BENEFITS
GET PRACTICAL TOOLS AND SUPPORT TO DRIVE
YOUR SALES
Thycotic may provide a world-leading product for PAM, but we know
it takes more to reach customers and tell them about everything
Thycotic has to offer. That’s why we provide extensive support to
help you achieve more.

An in-demand new
addition to your portfolio
With privileged accounts
involved in so many breaches,
demand for effective PAM is
rocketing. With the market
leaders at Thycotic, you can
offer a highly-effective solution
that your customers will want
– with margins you’ll love.

Sales support
and incentives
As a partner, your sales
support goes beyond a
dedicated sales team and
detailed partner resources.
Special events like head-tohead Beat the Caller Days
where your team competes
with one of our Thycotic
experts, are a great sales and
performance incentive to
generate more leads.
Find Out More

Ready-made
marketing campaigns
and collateral
To help you reach more
prospects – and convert them
– you can take advantage of an
entire suite of marketing tools.
With campaigns that cover
every stage of your buyer’s
journey, there everything you
need to tell the world.
Find Out More

Proactive support from
Thycotic and Alpha
Generation
With Thycotic and Alpha
Generation, you’ll get hands-on
help whenever you need it:
• Specialist channel
expertise
• Deal registration to
make sure you’re
always rewarded
• Partner portal access for
useful resources
• Ongoing sales and
technical support

Thycotic Partner Playbook
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Find out more at www.alpha-gen.co.uk
Or call Alpha Gen on 01777 852222
© 2019 Alpha Generation Distribution Ltd. All Rights Reserved. All trademarks, trade names, or company names referenced herein are used for identification only and are the property of their respective owners.

